Quotation notice

Quotations are invited for dismantling and resetting of recording booth and rearrangement of electrical fittings and ceiling structure in the phonetics laboratory of the department of Linguistics, University of Kerala. The details of the works are as follows:

1. 7x7x12 ft. furnished acoustic recording booth dismantling without any damage and proper precaution.
2. Shifting of dismantled parts of recording booth from 2nd floor of old building to 3rd floor of new building which is situated 500 meters away.
3. Re-fixing and refurnishing of booth structure using existing parts with proper dimension and perfection.
4. Acoustic re-fabrication of existing rock wool, PU insulator and fabric clothing (Rockwool fixing by premium quality synthetic gum and construction of wooden frame with proper dimension, cloth fixing with synthetic gum and nail).
5. Rewiring for existing ceiling light, microphone connectivity, monitor connectivity.
6. Acoustic false ceiling (7x6 Meters.)
7. Flooring of acoustic booth by using 19mm premium plywood with woolen matt.
8. Door fixing for the booth without any damage and misalignment.

General conditions:

1. The undersigned reserves the right to reject the quotations without assigning any reason. In case of any dispute the decision of the University authority shall be final.
2. The rate quoted should be inclusive of Tax, transportation charges and any other charges.

3. Complaints with the items supplied should be rectified/replaced to the satisfaction of the University by the suppliers at their own cost.

4. Payment will be made only after successful completion of the installation works.

5. Quotations in sealed covers super scribing 'QUOTATION FOR DISMANTLING AND/resetting of RECORDING BOOTH, addressed to The Professor and Head, Department of Linguistics, University of Kerala, Karyavattom-695581 should be reached on or before 22-11-2019, at 03:00 p.m.

The Professor and Head
Department of Linguistics.
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